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Introduction 
 
 
Late-Life FDI scoring software 
This software is a windows-based software program that provides data entry, scoring, 
and generation of individual summary scores for the Late-Life Function and Disability 
Instrument (Late-Life FDI).  It offers both an interview format (for those who prefer to 
administer the questionnaire with a computer instead of with paper and pencil) and a 
standard data entry format.  It also provides users with the ability to export data into an 
Excel spreadsheet for further analyses.  
 
 
System Requirements 
The Late-Life FDI software program can be used with an IBM compatible program.  
2.63MB of memory is needed if the computer already has Microsoft Access installed on 
it.  An additional 16.7MB of memory is needed if the computer does not have Microsoft 
Access.   
 
 
Installation 
To install the Late-Life FDI software program, first open the Late Life FDI folder that 
you’ve already downloaded onto your computer from our website.  Double-click on the 
Setup.exe file.  The Setup.exe file will guide you through the installation process.   
 
If you do not have Microsoft Access on your computer, this setup process will also 
launch the Microsoft Access 2000 Runtime setup program.   
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How to Begin 
Once you complete the setup of the Late-Life FDI program, click on the start button on 
your task bar, select Programs, and click on Late-Life FDI.  The first screen that you see 
will be the Main Switchboard screen (see Figure 1).   
 
 
Figure 1: Main Switchboard 
 

 
 
 
 
Click on Add New Data to begin inputing data into the program.  Click on View 
Database if you would like to review or edit data that has already been inputed.  For 
more information on the View Database feature, please go to page 19. 
 
 
Add New Data 
Once you click on this button, the Add New Data screen will open (see Figure 2).  The 
ID feature gives an automatic ID number for each case inputed.  This way, duplication 
of ID numbers will not occur.  The ID Description feature, just below the auto ID 
number, allows you to input whatever you choose, up to 15 characters.  Use this feature 
to correspond with your own identification of the case (for example, ID Description: 02 
pretest).  Next, input the date that you are conducting the interview (administering the 
questionnaire) in the Date of Interview option [xx/xx/xxxx].  Then input the person’s 
Date of Birth in the subsequent box [xx/xx/xxxx].   
 
Complete the four demographic information questions (sex, ethnicity, race, education 
level) by clicking the mouse on the appropriate response option for each question.  
Once the Add New Data form is completed, choose between the Interview Format or 
the Data Entry Format to input your data.  The Interview Format guides you through 
each question one at a time and allows you to read and print out instructions and visual 
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aids for the questions.  This format was developed to conduct interviews with a 
computer instead of the standard paper and pencil manner.  It conveniently collects and 
inputs data at the same time.  The Data Entry Format should be used when the 
questionnaire has already been administered using the traditional paper and pencil 
method.  This format allows you to input data quickly and efficiently.  The < Prev button 
(abbreviation for Previous) on the Add New Data screen allows you to return to the 
Main Switchboard screen if necessary. 
 
Figure 2.  Add New Data 
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Interview Format Switchboard 
This screen functions as a launching pad for either the Disability Component questions 
or the Function Component questions in the interview format (see figure 3).  It is 
suggested that you print out the Directions and Visual Aids to both components before 
administering the questions.  To do this, click the mouse on Read Directions and then 
click the mouse on the Print option on the top right of the screen.  Next, click the mouse 
on Visual Aids and then click the mouse on the Print option on the top right of the 
screen.  You will notice that there are two Visual Aids for the Disability Component and 
two Visual Aids for the Function Component.  Make sure to print out all four visual aids.   
 
 
Figure 3.  Interview Format Switchboard 
 

 
 
 
Once the Directions and Visual Aids are printed out, you are ready to begin 
administering the Late-Life FDI.  Click the mouse onto either the Disability Component 
or the Function Component options.  The < Prev button allows you to return to the 
Add New Data screen if necessary. 
 
 
Disability Interview Format 
The sixteen-item Disability Component of the Late-Life FDI is composed of two 
dimensions: First asking “How often do you do a certain activity?” (frequency 
dimension) and next asking “To what extent do you feel limited in doing this certain 
activity?” (limitation dimension).  See figure 4 for details. 
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Figure 4.  Disability Interview Format 
 

 
 
 
The Disability Interview Format screen opens up to Item Q1 (Keep in touch with others).  
First, administer the question: How often do you…?  Click the mouse in the box next to 
the selected response option.  Then, administer the question: To what extent to you feel 
limited…?  Click the mouse in the box next to the selected response option.  Only one 
response is allowed for each question.  To change a response to another option, simply 
click the mouse on the new option.  To move to the next item, you can either click the 
mouse on the Next> button or click the mouse on the Q2 tab.  Follow the same 
procedure until you finish answering all sixteen items (Q1–Q16).  After completing Q16, 
click the mouse on the Next> button or click the mouse on the Status tab.  This Status 
screen (see figure 5) will let you know if any questions were missed.  If there is an 
“Incomplete” next to any of the items, go back to the unanswered item and answer it 
accordingly.  To do this, either click the mouse on the <Prev button until you reach the 
unanswered item, or click the mouse on the corresponding tab of the unanswered item 
and answer it accordingly.  The Status screen should have “Complete” next to each of 
the sixteen items before proceeding (see figure 5). 
 
Note:  The Late-Life FDI software will not provide summary scores unless all questions 
are answered. 
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Figure 5.  Status screen for Disability Interview Format 
 

 
 
 
If you are only administering the Disability Component (and not the Function 
Component) of the Late-Life FDI, then click the mouse onto the Scoring option.  The 
Score form will come up, which provides the disability summary scores for this 
interviewee.  For more details on the Score Form, go to page 17. 
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Function Interview Format 
The thirty-two-item Function Component of the Late-Life FDI assesses difficulty in 
function by asking “How much difficulty do you have...?  See figure 6 for details. 
 
 
Figure 6.  First screen of Function Interview Format 
 

 
 
 
The first screen of the Function Interview Format screen prompts you to answer a “Use 
of Device” question before proceeding with the Function Component questions.   
 
Click the mouse on the appropriate response option, and the software will then allow 
you to continue.  Similar to the Disability Component questions, first administer the 
question: How much difficulty do you have…?  Then click the mouse in the box next to 
the selected response option.  Only one response is allowed for each question.  To 
change a response to another option, simply click the mouse on the new option.  To 
move to the next item, you can either click the mouse on the Next> button or click the 
mouse on the Q2 tab.  See figure 7 for details. 
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Figure 7.  Function Interview Format 
 

 
 
Follow the same procedure until you finish answering all thirty-two items (Q1-Q32).  
After completing Q32, click the mouse on the Next> button or click the mouse on the 
Status tab.  This Status screen (see figure 7) will let you know if any questions were 
missed.  If there is an “Incomplete” next to any of the items, go back to the unanswered 
item and answer it accordingly.  To do this, either click the mouse on the <Prev button 
until you reach the unanswered item, or click the mouse on the corresponding tab of the 
unanswered item and answer it accordingly.  The Status screen should have 
“Complete” next to each of the thirty-two items before proceeding (see figure 8). 
 
 
Figure 8.  Status screen for Function Interview Format 
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Note:  The Late-Life FDI software will not provide summary scores unless all questions 
are answered.   
 
If the “Use of Device” question was answered with a “No,” you have finished the 
questionnaire and are ready to score.  To do this, click the mouse on the Scoring 
option, which will bring you to the Score Form.  For more details on the Score Form, 
go to page 17.  Selecting the option Next> will return you to the Main Switchboard to 
input another case or view the database.   
 
If the “Use of Device” question was answered with a “Yes,” you will need to answer an 
additional 8 questions related to doing activities with an assistive device.  To do this, 
you can either click the mouse on the Next> button or your can click the mouse on the 
Function-Device option; both will bring you to the Function-Device Interview Format 
questions. 
 
 
Function-Device Interview Format 
As with the Function Component core questions, first administer the question: When 
using your cane or walker, how much difficulty do you have…?  Then click the mouse in 
the box next to the selected response option.  Only one response is allowed for each 
question.  To change a response to another option, simply click the mouse on the new 
option.  See figure 9 for details. 
 
 
Figure 9.  Function-Device Interview Format 
 

 
 
 
To move to the next item, you can either click the mouse on the Next> button or click 
the mouse on the Q8 tab [Note: Function-Device questions are not ordered 
sequentially, these numbers correspond to the core function items].  Follow the same 
procedure until you finish answering all eight items.  After completing Q32, click the 
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mouse on the Next> button or click the mouse on the Status tab.  This Status screen 
(see figure 10) will let you know if any questions were missed.   
 
If there is an “Incomplete” next to any of the items, go back to the unanswered item and 
answer it accordingly.  To do this, either click the mouse on the <Prev button until you 
reach the unanswered item, or click the mouse on the corresponding tab of the 
unanswered item and answer it accordingly.  The Status screen should have 
“Complete” next to each of the eight items before proceeding (see figure 10). 
 
Figure 10.  Status screen for Function-Device Interview Format 
 

 
 
Note:  The Late-Life FDI software will not provide summary scores unless all questions 
are answered.   
 
Upon completion of the Function-Device questions, you are ready to score.  To do this, 
click the mouse on the Scoring option, which will bring you to the Score Form.  For 
more details on the Score Form, go to page 17.  Selecting the option Next> will return 
you to the Main Switchboard to input another case or view the database.   
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Data Entry Format Switchboard 
If you selected Data Entry format in the Add New Data section, you will come to this 
screen (see figure 11).  The data entry format makes it easier and faster to input data 
once the questionnaire has already been administered.  This screen functions as a 
launching pad for either the Disability Component questions or the Function Component 
questions in the data entry format.  Click the mouse on the Disability questions to 
enter data into the Disability Component.  Click the mouse on the Function questions 
to enter data into the Function Component.  The < Prev allows you to return to the Add 
New Data screen if necessary. 
 
 
Figure 11.  Data Entry Format Switchboard 
 

 
 

 
 

Disability Data Entry Format 
The Disability Data Entry Format screen lists all sixteen items of the Disability 
Component.  See figure 12 for details.  Make sure to fill out both columns of questions 
[frequency (How often do you…?) and limitation (To what extent to you feel limited 
in…?)].  To select a response option for a question, direct the mouse to the 
corresponding box and click on it.  Only one response is allowed for each question.  
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Figure 12.  Disability Data Entry Format 
 

   
 
 
To change a response to another option, simply click the mouse on the new option.  
Follow the same procedure until you finish answering both questions to all sixteen items 
(Q1–Q16).   
 

A timesaving option:  If response options are similar 
throughout, the data entry format features a timesaving option.  
The data entry format allows you to select one response 
option for all of the items.  To do this, look at the numbered 
boxes directly at the bottom of each column.  Click the mouse 
on the numbered box that corresponds to that particular 
response option.  Once all of the items have been scored with 
that particular response option, you can go back and change 
the response on individual items by clicking the mouse on the 
appropriate box.  See figure 13 for details. 
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Figure 13.  Timesaving Option 
 

 
 
 
The Clear button, if selected, will clear the responses to all items.  
   
If data was only collected for the Disability Component (and not the Function 
Component) of the Late-Life FDI, then click the mouse onto the Scoring option.  The 
Score Form will come up which provides the disability summary scores for this case.  
For more details on the Score Form, go to page 17.  To continue on to the Function 
Component data entry format, either click on Next> or click on the Go to Function 
Questions button.  Click on <Prev to go back to the launch pad for the data entry 
format. 
 
Note:  The Late-Life FDI software will not provide summary scores unless all questions 
are answered. 
 
 
 
Function Data Entry Format 
The Function Data Entry Format screen initially prompts you to answer a “Use of 
Device” question before proceeding with the Function Component questions.  Click the 
mouse on the appropriate response option (Yes or No), and the software will then allow 
you to continue.  See figure 14 for details. 
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Figure 14.  First screen of Function Data Entry Format  
 

  
 
 
The Function Data Entry Format screen lists all thirty-two items of the Function 
Component.  See figure 15 for details [Note: The entire screen is not depicted in figures 
14 & 15].  To select a response option for a question, direct the mouse to the 
corresponding box and click on it.  Only one response is allowed for each question.   
 
Figure 15.  Function Data Entry Format 
 

 
 
To change a response to another option, simply click the mouse on the new option.  
Follow the same procedure until you finish answering all thirty-two items. 
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A timesaving option:  If response options are similar 
throughout, the data entry format has a timesaving measure.  
The data entry format allows you to select one response 
option for all of the items.  To do this, look at the numbered 
boxes directly at the bottom of each column.  Click the mouse 
on the numbered box that corresponds to that particular 
response option.  Once all of the items have been scored with 
that particular response option, you can go back and change 
the response on individual items by clicking the mouse on the 
appropriate box.  Refer to Figure 13 for details. 

 
The Clear button, if selected, will clear the responses to all items.  
 
If the “Use of Device” question was answered with a “No,” you have finished the data 
entry and are ready to score.  To do this, click the mouse on the Scoring option, which 
will bring you to the Score Form.  For more details on the Score Form, go to page 17.  
Selecting the option Next> will return you to the Main Switchboard to input another 
case or view the database.   
 
If the “Use of Device” question was answered with a “Yes,” you will need to answer an 
additional 8 questions related to doing activities with an assistive device.  To do this, 
you can either click the mouse on the Next> button or your can click the mouse on the 
Function-Device questions option; either will bring you to the Function-Device Data 
Entry Format questions.  Click on <Prev to go back to the launch pad for the data entry 
format. 
 
Note:  The Late-Life FDI software will not provide summary scores unless all questions 
are answered. 
 
Function-Device Data Entry 
Select a response option for a question by directing the mouse to the corresponding box 
and click on it.  Only one response is allowed for each question.  See figure 16 for 
details.   
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Figure 16.  Function-Device Data Entry Format 
 

 
 
To change a response to another option, simply click the mouse on the new option.  
[Note: Function-Device questions are not ordered sequentially, these numbers 
correspond to the core function items].  Follow the same procedure until you finish 
answering all eight assistive device items. 
 

A timesaving option:  If response options are similar 
throughout, the data entry format has a timesaving measure.  
The data entry format allows you to select one response 
option for all of the items.  To do this, look at the numbered 
boxes directly at the bottom of each column.  Click the mouse 
on the numbered box that corresponds to that particular 
response option.  Once all of the items have been scored with 
that particular response option, you can go back and change 
the response on individual items by clicking the mouse on the 
appropriate box.  Refer to figure 13 for details. 

 
The Clear button, if selected, will clear the responses to all items.  
 
After inputing responses to all eight assistive device questions, you are ready to score.  
To do this, click the mouse on the Scoring option, which will bring you to the Score 
Form.  For more details on the Score Form, go to page 17.  Selecting the option Next> 
will return you to the Main Switchboard to input another case or view the database.  
Click on <Prev to go back to the launch pad for the data entry format. 
 
Note:  The Late-Life FDI software will not provide summary scores unless all questions 
are answered. 
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Score Form 
This form provides individual summary scores for each case, including: Raw Scores, 
Scaled Scores, and Standard Errors for the components that have been completed.  
See figure 17 for details.  For more specific information on scoring and interpretation of 
scores, refer to the Late-Life FDI manual.   
 

Disability Component Scoring:  The Disability Component 
does not have a total score. It is made up of two dimensions 
(frequency and limitation).  Within each of these dimensions 
are role domains.  The score form provides summary scores 
for the dimensions and their domains.    
 
Function Component Scoring:  The Function Component is 
made up of one dimension (difficulty), which consists of three 
domains.  The score form provides summary scores for this 
dimension and its domains. 
 
 

Figure 17.  Score Form  
 

 
 

 
If the Function –Device questions were answered, the score 
form will also provide summary scores for these assistive 
device items.  See figure 18 for details. 
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Figure 18.  Score Form including Function-Device scores 
 

 
 
 
 
If dimensions and/or domains do not have scores next to them, more than likely you 
missed items that are included within that scale.  Click on <Prev to go back and view 
the Status screen of the particular section, and then complete the unanswered items.  
Next, select the Scoring option.  The Score Form should now include the missing 
scores.   
 
You can print a case’s summary scores by clicking the mouse on Print in the upper 
right section.  The Exit option will bring you back to the last screen viewed.  Click on 
Next> to go to the Main Switchboard where you can input more data or view/edit the 
database.   
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Database View 
This screen allows you to view your cases, ensure that all sections are complete, edit your data, 
and export your data.  The white window provides a listing of all cases that have been inputed.  
See figure 19 for details.   
 
Figure 19.  Database View 
 

 
 
Each case can be identified by its auto ID, ID description, date of interview, and date of birth.  Next 
to these identifiers are markers that show whether or not the following sections have been 
completed:  Demographics, Disability, Function, Function-Device.  The sections that have been 
completed will read Done.  Sections that are incomplete will read Not Done.  If the Function-
Device section was not applicable to a particular case, it will read N/A (for not applicable).   
 
To edit or review a case, direct the mouse to the case ID and double-click.  This will bring you into 
the demographics section (Add New Data) of the selected case.  Select Next> to continue 
reviewing the rest of data for this case.   
 
To delete a case, direct the mouse to the case ID, click once to highlight the case, and then click 
the mouse on the Delete option.  A confirmation will pop up to make sure you want to delete the 
case permanently.  If you select Yes, deletion of that case will occur. 
 
To export the database into an Excel® spreadsheet for further analyses, simply click the mouse on 
the Export option.  This function will export the current database into an Excel® spreadsheet on 
your hard drive.  The program will then provide you with the file pathway to locate the spreadsheet 
(i.e. Data has been exported to C:\My Documents\LateLifeFDI).   
  
*  To decipher numeric codes and column headings within the Excel® spreadsheet, please refer to 
the Look-Up Table on the following page.  
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Look-Up Table for Late-Life FDI coding  & column headings in Excel® 

CODING COLUMN HEADINGS 
Demographics Disability Component 
Sex Frequency Dimension 
    1 = Male     Freq Raw = Frequency Raw Score 
    2 = Female     Freq Scaled = Frequency Scaled Score 
Ethnicity (Hispanic)     Freq SE = Frequency Standard Error 
    1 = Yes         Soc Raw = Social Role Domain Raw Score 
    2 = No         Soc Scaled = Social Role Domain Scaled Score 
Race         Soc SE = Social Role Domain Standard Error 
    1 = American Indian         Per Raw = Personal Role Domain Raw Score 
    2 = Asian/Pacific Isl.         Per Scaled = Personal Role Domain Scaled Score 
    3 = Black/African-American         Per SE = Personal Role Domain Standard Error 
    4 = White Limitation Dimension 
    5 = Other     Limi Raw = Limitation Raw Score 
Education Level     Limi Scaled = Limitation Scaled Score 
    1 = Less than high school     Limi SE = Limitation Standard Error 
    2 = Some high school         Inst Raw = Instrumental Role Domain Raw Score 
    3 = High school diploma/GED         Inst Scaled = Instrumental Role Domain Scaled Score 
    4 = Some college/Cert program         Inst SE = Instrumental Role Domain Standard Error 
    5 = Bachelor’s degree         Man Raw = Management Role Domain Raw Score 
    6 = Graduate degree         Man Scaled = Management Role Domain Scaled Score 
Use of Device         Man SE = Management Role Domain Standard Error 
    1 = Yes  
    2 = No Function Component 
 Difficulty Dimension 
Disability Component [D1a,b – D16a,b]     Func Raw = Function Raw Score 
D1a = Disability Question 1 (frequency)     Func Scaled = Function Scaled Score 
    1 = Never     Func SE = Function Standard Error 
    2 = Almost Never         Up Ex Raw = Upper Extremity Raw Score 
    3 = Once in a while         Up Ex Scaled = Upper Extremity Scaled Score 
    4 = Often         Up Ex SE = Upper Extremity Standard Error 
    5 = Very Often         Bs Lw Raw = Basic Lower Extremity Raw Score 
D1b = Disability Question 1 (limitation)         Bs Lw Scaled = Basic Lower Extremity Scaled Score 
    1 = Completely         Bs Lw SE = Basic Lower Extremity Standard Error 
    2 = A lot         Ad Lw Raw = Advanced Lower Extremity Raw Score 
    3 = Somewhat         Ad Lw Scaled = Advanced Lower Extremity Scaled Score 
    4 = A little         Ad Lw SE = Advanced Lower Extremity Standard Error 
    5 = Not at all     FuncDev Raw = Function-Device Raw Score 
     FuncDev Scaled = Function-Device Scaled Score 
Function Component [F1 – F32] [Fd7 – Fd32]     FuncDev SE = Function-Device Standard Error 
F1 = Function Question 1         FuncDev Up Ex Raw = Function-Device Upper Ext Raw Score 
Fd7 = Function-Device Question 7          FuncDev Up Ex Scaled = Function-Device Upper Ext Scaled Score 
    1 = Cannot do         FuncDev Up Ex SE = Function-Device Upper Ext Standard Error 
    2 = Quite a lot         FuncDev Bs Lw Raw = Function-Device Basic Lwr Raw Score 
    3 = Some         FuncDev Bs Lw Scaled = Function-Device Basic Lwr Scaled Score 
    4 = A little         FuncDev Bs Lw SE = Function-Device Basic Lwr Standard Error 
    5 = None         FuncDev Ad Lw Raw = Function-Device Adv Lwr Raw Score 
         FuncDev Ad Lw Scaled = Function-Device Adv Lwr Scaled Score 
         FuncDev Ad Lw SE = Function-Device Adv Lwr Standard Error 
 


